Front-End Developer
Center for Leadership Simulation and Gaming

The Center for Leadership Simulation and Gaming at the Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy, University of Virginia invites applications for a Front-End Developer. We are seeking a versatile developer who has a desire to work in a university setting with academics and students to develop various simulations for research and education in leadership and public policy.

**Requirements:**
Entry level front-end development and UI experience.
Proficiency in JavaScript, HTML and CSS, with an understanding of how web technologies work.
Adobe Suite with some experience in visual / graphics design.

**Strong preference:**
Some knowledge of frameworks such as Bootstrap, jQuery, Angular/React/Django.
Experience with AJAX, RESTful Services and APIs.

**Preferred but not required:**
Back-end or full-stack experience
Experience with databases, server technologies, and server-side languages

To apply or for additional information, visit [http://jobs.virginia.edu](http://jobs.virginia.edu) and search posting number 0622338. Additional detail about our center can be found here: [http://batten.virginia.edu/clsg](http://batten.virginia.edu/clsg). Please apply as soon as possible; we will begin reviewing position on January 2, 2018. The position will remain open until filled. We expect the start date to be immediately after the background check.

Questions regarding the application process should be directed to our administrative coordinator Adrian Braun (adrianbraun@virginia.edu).

The University of Virginia is an equal opportunity / affirmative action employer. Women, minorities, veterans and persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply.